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CASE STUDY:

INTERNATIONAL
ALERT
Facilitators: David Liddle (mediation)
		Stephen Adams (2 workshops)
		David Jackson (final workshop)

Introduction
International Alert is an independent peacebuilding organisation with a

In 2019, our Founder David Liddle facilitated a successful mediation between

mission to address conflict around the world through dialogue, training,

two members of the senior executive team, fostering the beginning of a

research and policy analysis, advocacy and outreach activities.

positive working relationship between TCM and International Alert. Following
the trust that was built in this case, International Alert commissioned TCM to

They work with people affected by conflict, shape policies and practices to

deliver a series of team workshops to the senior executive body in October

support peace, and collaborate with other peacemakers across Europe, Africa,

2020, as they came together as a new group with an ambitious agenda

the Middle East and Asia. Peace is within our power – a mantra we also stand

for change. Formed during the disruption of the pandemic and general

by at TCM as firm believers in people-centred conflict resolution.

organisational transformation, it was essential to align and define four key
objectives: optimal working practices, a strategic focus, a positive and
collaborative team spirit, and a senior team climate that promotes the values
and principles of International Alert company-wide.
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Driving change
Stephen Adams is an expert in corporate
coaching, carrying out more than 1000 hours

Unlike many coaching and development cases, International Alert were not

of training to up to 25 delegates at a time.

looking to identify and resolve a specific issue within their organisation. Their
unique prognosis was simply optimisation: refining an already effective team

He held Director and Executive roles at Lloyds

to achieve the very most in their strategic decision making and driving change

Banking Group for over 25 years. As such, he

agenda. Promoting peace in locations ravaged by war requires those in power

holds a wealth of knowledge around executive

to make life-altering decisions, hold challenging conversations, and address a

leadership – a natural coach for this particular

complexity of socio-political issues.

case.

Shaping a critical team required a close partnership between TCM and the
CEO and Director of Finance and Operations of International Alert. Together,
a customised programme was designed in the form of 3 workshops, each

David Jackson’s career has spanned Whitehall,

focusing on aspects of organisational climate, leadership styles, personality

the Civil Service, the NHS and Manchester

type, and quality conversations.

Metropolitan University.

The senior executive team development workshop was divided into two core

Having worked in a wide range of sectors, he

parts.

understands the importance of organisational
culture. As a coach and trainer, David also
specialises in executive leadership. The
combination of both Stephen and David allowed
for maximum optimisation of International Alert’s
senior executive team.
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PART 1: DEVELOPMENT AND NORMING

PART 2: MATURITY AND OPTIMISATION

The discovery phase:

Team practices:

Each team member was individually interviewed to

The strategic executive team defined processes

understand perspectives and priorities.

aligned with values and best practice. As the team’s role
demands rigorous processes due to the nature of the
organisation, strategic decision making and monitoring

Team capabilities:

and evaluation of results were addressed.

This centred on developing awareness and
understanding of strengths and perspectives of

Organisation climate:

individuals, and what implications this has for teamwork.

The team addressed the priority values for action as an
organisation, aligning with company-wide values.

Team practices:
The executive team addressed priority areas, outlined
in the pre-engagement discovery phase, to define roles,
change management and communication practices.

Organisation climate:
The team defined how their own leadership promotes
behaviours aligned with values and priorities, through
collaborative effort.
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Impacting culture

Looking forward

Following on from the year-long disruption of the pandemic, the programme

After a deep internal focus, due to Coronavirus, the organisation wants to look

provided the organisation with the thing that employees craved: stability.

outward again. Its mission is peacebuilding, so re-emphasising its capacity

Guiding teams with consistent, streamlined leadership through a period of

for advocacy and outreach internationally is key to success both internal and

dramatic change helped to build collaboration, optimisation and positive

external. Continuing this stability to its partners and people across the world is

productivity. Widening the leadership team was smooth throughout onboarding

integral to support peace in all manners of work and life.

as the current leadership worked so cohesively together, facilitating an easy
transition.

If you would like more information on how your organisation can benefit from team facilitation, please contact us today to speak to a member of the team.
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